
Communicating College of Kinesiology Research Success 

Did you receive a new grant or award, reach a research milestone, present at a notable venue, achieve 
successful community engagement in research, receive a research recognition, and/or have another 
type of research contribution to share? 

Please use this form to help us select the most appropriate venue to communicate your research 
success. 

1. Provide a citation for your research contribution, followed by a brief significance statement.
Include a hyperlink to the research contribution if possible:

2. Identify all College of Kinesiology faculty, PDFs and/or students in this contribution.

3. Does the research align with a College of Kinesiology research theme (check all that apply)?

___ Indigenous wellness

___ Healthy aging and management of chronic conditions

___ Child and youth health development

___ Human performance



4. Does the research align with a University of Saskatchewan Signature Area (check all that apply)?

___ Agriculture (Food and Bioproducts for a Sustainable Future)

___ Energy and Mineral Resources for a Sustainable Future (Developing Clean Energy Solutions and
Working for Equal Access for All) 

___ Indigenous Peoples (Engagement and scholarship) 

___ Synchrotron Sciences (Innovation in Health, Environment, and Advanced Technologies) 

___ One Health (Solutions at the Animal-Human-Environment Interface) 

___ Water (Health, Equity, Access, Security and Sustainability of our Planet’s Freshwater Resources) 

___ Communities and Sustainability (Exploring the Interrelatedness of Human Communities and 
Natural Ecologies) 

___ Health and Wellness (Combining the Arts, Social and hard Sciences to Make Canadians    
Healthier) 

___ Quantum Innovation (Creating Big Changes from Tiny Particles) 

5. Do you have any preferences as to where to promote your research success (check all that apply)?

___ KIN newsletter (digital)

___ KIN social media accounts

___ KIN/USask website article

___ On-Campus News (digital)

___ OVPR Discovery digest (email listserv)

___ Media (external to USask)

___ Other – please specify: ______________________

No preference



6. If you would like to tell us anything else about your success, please briefly explain:

Thank you for the information. 

Please return the completed form to Alyssa Wiebe, Communications and Advancement Officer 
(alyssa.wiebe@usask.ca), Gen Clark, Research Facilitator (gen.clark@usask.ca), or Saija Kontulainen, 
ADRGS (saija.kontulainen@usask.ca). 
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